Ubiquitin-activating enzyme (E1) isoforms in lens epithelial cells: origin of translation, E2 specificity and cellular localization determined with novel site-specific antibodies.
Lens development and response to peroxide stress are associated with dramatic changes in protein ubiquitination, reflecting dynamic changes in activity of the ubiquitin-activating enzyme (E1). Two isoforms of E1 (E1A and E1B) have been identified in lens cells although only one E1 mRNA, containing three potential translational start sites, has been detected. Novel, site-specific antibodies to E1 were generated and the hypothesis that the two isoforms of E1 are translated from alternative initiation codons of a single mRNA was tested. Antibodies raised against E1A-N peptide (Met(1)to Cys(23)of E1A) reacted only with E1A by immunoblot and immunoprecipitation. Antibodies raised against E1B-N peptide (Met(1)to Glu(25)of E1B or Met(41)to Glu(65)of E1A) and E1AB-C peptide (His(1030)to Arg(1058)of E1A or His(990)to Arg(1018)of E1B) reacted with both E1A and E1B. These results indicate that (1) E1A and E1B contain the same C-terminal residues; (2) E1A contains the N terminal sequence of E1B; and (3) E1B does not contain the N terminal sequence of E1A. The two isoforms of lens E1 are therefore translated from a single mRNA. Specifically, E1A is translated from the first initiation codon, and E1B translated from the second initiation codon. E1A and E1B were affinity-purified, and their ability to 'charge' ubiquitin carrier proteins (E2s) with activated ubiquitin was compared in a cell-free system. E1A and E1B were indistinguishable with respect to charging different E2s. However, E1 immunolocalization studies with human lens epithelial cells indicate that E1A and E1B are preferentially localized to the nucleus and cytosol, respectively. This observation suggests that E1A and E1B ubiquitinate different proteins and serve different functions in intact cells.